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This paper as most of modeling papers neglects the experimental data. I would require the authors to make a comparison of their baseline results (without the SO2 injection) with the available data as done for example in the Vet et al (2014) paper. (see Figure 1 bottom) They should also produce a figure for the baseline deposition results so that the effects of the injection could be compared with absolute values. As a matter of fact Kravitz et al (2010) paper shows for a 2.5 Mt S injection a deposition which is comparable to the present observed acid deposition in regions of EuropeAsia and North America. (se attached Figure 1 ). The suspicion is that this paper has similar results (increase in areas deposition rate up to 15%).

If this is so it means that injecting sulfur in the stratosphere would produce an acid deposition similar or greater to the present one especially for the envisioned large injection rates at the end of the century (Kravitz et al 2017).

By the way they refer always to Kravitz et al 2009 paper ignoring the correction to the same paper (Kravitz et al 2010)

If they really want to show the effects of QBO they could make this comparison with the QBO on and off in their model and again make a comparison with experimental data.

Beside this question of QBO is quite peculiar. QBO (like AO or PDO) should be an intrinsic feature of any general circulation model and not introduced with a specific routine in the model. The authors should explain such characteristic.
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